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Large three-dimensional photonic band gap �PBG� structures offer revolutionary advances in controlling
light emission and propagation. However, current techniques are not yet adequate to fabricate large area
structures with optimum photonic properties. Inverse shell opals offer a “bottom-up” approach to fabrication
but are limited by the small full PBG and the lack of appropriate materials for operation in the visible where
most impact is expected. From photonic band and electric-field power profile investigations in inverse shell
opals, we describe the effect of the dielectric backbone geometry on gap size and minimum refractive index
contrast to sustain a full PBG. The results enable us to identify the mechanisms limiting the PBG and to show
that feasible photonic crystals based devices using low index materials could result in larger full PBGs in the
visible.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the late 1980s a class of photonic structures, called
photonic crystals �PCs�, emerged under the innovation of
Yablonovitch and John.1,2 They proposed that, under specific
conditions, photonic band gaps �PBGs� or stop bands, spon-
taneous emission rate modifications, and strong Anderson lo-
calization would occur in periodically modulated dielectric
materials. A PC consists of a material with a periodically
modulated refractive index in one, two, or three dimensions,
which strongly affects the photonic density of states �DOS�.
In certain cases, the DOS goes to zero for a range of photon
energies known as the PBG. Photons within a PBG �with a
wavelength that approximately matches that of the dielectric
period� are not allowed to either propagate through, or to be
emitted from the crystal. However, allowed modes can be
engineered within the forbidden DOS region by introducing
donor or acceptor defects.3 Control of these fundamental
properties potentially offers a tremendous enhancement over
conventional photonic devices enabling: low-threshold or
thresholdless microemitters, ultrafast optical switches, beam
steering, waveguiding, PBG/Holy fibers or even narrow
spectrum light emitting diodes �LEDs�.4–10

II. BACKGROUND

A PCs optical properties are characterized by their photo-
nic band diagrams, which define the allowed photon frequen-
cies ��n� to photon wave vector �k� relationships within the
crystal. Many simulation techniques, such as three-
dimensional �3D� finite-difference-time-domain �FDTD� and
plane-wave expansion �PWE�, have been developed over the
last 15 years to compute these band diagrams and are the
essence of any PC investigations. Their predictions have fu-
eled the development of fabrication tools to design
nanometer-scale 3D features. Early calculations predicted
that 3D PCs with the diamond, diamondlike, or more gener-
ally fcc lattices, can create large PBGs for values of refrac-
tive index contrast as low as 2.0 for the diamond structure as
reported by Ho and coworkers.11,12 However, many 3D PBG

structures cannot be made using traditional “top-down”
semiconductor fabrication approaches, thus the introduction
of “bottom-up” self-assembly techniques to achieve large-
scale fcc structures provided a major fabrication
breakthrough.13 Current techniques support the fabrication of
high-quality opals, which enable consistent PBG properties
over a large scale.14 Synthetic opals were first predicted as
good candidates to achieve 3D light confinement,15 but, the
low refractive index n of a silica opal �n�1.4� only opens
directional or pseudo-PBGs �PPBGs� between the second
and third bands in the photonic band diagram. However, the
air voids, which represent �26% of the opal volume, can be
homogeneously or partially filled in to create an infiltrated
opal as shown in Fig. 1�a�. Figure 1�b� shows the inverted
structure that can be formed by selectively etching the di-
electric spheres to leave air spheres within a high dielectric
constant material backbone. Theoretically, the latter
dielectric/air network topology has been shown theoretically
to create an omni-directional or full-PBG �FPBG� between
the eighth and ninth photonic bands if the refractive index
contrast is sufficiently high ��2.8�.

Experimentally, many approaches have been considered
to fabricate inverse synthetic opals. Electrochemical, chemi-
cal conversion or sol-gel techniques were demonstrated to
provide a dielectric total volume fraction from 0% to �26%.
3D PBG structures with a refractive index contrast �2.8 op-
erating from the near-visible to the microwave range, as ex-
pected by homogeneous infiltration models, have been suc-
cessfully fabricated.16–18 A second approach was driven by
Wijnhoven and Vos who recently reported the fabrication of
partially filled inverted opals where a titania backbone was
obtained by precipitation from a liquid-phase chemical
reaction.19 Busch and John theoretically investigated the
PBG properties of partially filled inverse opals as presented
in Fig. 1�c�, using a PWE simulation coupled with an over-
lapping sphere model.20,21 These structures are commonly
referred to as inverse shell opals or highly conformal inverse
opals in which the coating conforms to the topography of the
spheres and consequently leaves air pockets at the intersti-
tials. Figure 1�d� shows that the interstitials of an inverse
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shell opal form a network composed of air channels connect-
ing octahedral and tetrahedral air sites. The octahedral air
sites form a fcc air lattice shifted from the main fcc air lattice
by half a unit cell while the tetrahedral air sites form a simple
cubic �SC� air lattice with a smaller lattice constant. As in-
filtration increases and due to the fcc geometry, these air
channels eventually close preventing the dielectric material
from completely filling the octahedral and tetrahedral inter-
stitial sites. Due to a higher surface area/volume ratio in the
octahedral geometry, it has to be noticed that the octahedral
air sites are filled much quicker than the tetrahedral sites with
increasing infiltration. However, the tetrahedral air sites
which have a lower volume compared to that of the octahe-
dral air sites are completely filled before the octahedral air
sites. Hence, the interstitial volume can be only conformally
coated to �86% of the air volume by dielectric material
�equivalent to 22.4% of the total opal volume fraction� leav-
ing octahedral and tetrahedral air pockets within the dielec-
tric backbone, as shown in Fig. 1�c�. Therefore, inverse shell
opals with a total volume fraction greater than 22.4% cannot
be made using conformal infiltration. To date, a wide range
of materials has been reported to be used to infiltrate opal
templates from oxides, polymers, metals, glasses, and lumi-
nescent materials.18,19,22–36 Fabrication achievement came
from the recent report of complete PBG inverse shell opals
operating in the infrared using chemical vapor deposition37,38

�CVD� to infiltrate silicon or germanium.

However, the gap is typically lower than predicted for the
case of full infiltration. For the hypothetical situation for
conformal infiltrations exceeding 86%, Busch and John re-
ported that a silicon inverse shell opal exhibits an enhanced
gap ��� /�0� of 8.5% when the infiltration was equivalent to
97.7% of the air interstices �25.4% total volume fraction of
silicon�. For a 100% conformal infiltration, a gap of 4.5%
was predicted.20 Here, we investigate the gap formation
mechanisms in inverse shell opals when the fraction of di-
electric material varies from a few percent to 100%. The
understanding of these mechanisms could ultimately unveil a
practical way to enhance PBG properties for the whole range
of infiltration by modifying the dielectric/air network topol-
ogy of inverse shell opals or related structures. From an ex-
perimental point of view, homogeneous infiltration based ap-
proaches cannot provide sufficient engineered modifications
of the dielectric backbone. Recently, King et al. have dem-
onstrated the robustness and flexibility of the atomic layer
deposition �ALD� as a bottom-up technique for modifying
the shell structure with an unprecedented degree of control
and repeatability using a variety of high refractive index
materials.39,40 This approach can be used for designing com-
plex inverse structures in which a full PBG operating in the
visible would have a tremendous impact in traditional areas
such as the display market �high-definition flat panels, low-
consumption highly-efficient LEDs, etc.�.

Using 3D-FDTD calculations coupled with electric-field
power profile maps, we have investigated the photonic prop-
erties of inverse shell opals fabricated using a conformal
coating model. The purpose of this study is to identify the
mechanisms responsible for the strong influence of the con-
formal dielectric/air network topology on the inverse opals
PBGs properties: photonic gap width and FPBG refractive
index contrast requirement. From our findings, we show how
analysis of the electric-field power profiles can help to pre-
dict experimentally achievable structures that have a full
photonic band gap and a reduced refractive index contrast
requirement.

III. SIMULATIONS

Many simulations techniques are currently available to
evaluate photonic band diagrams and other properties of
PCs. Among them, 3D-FDTD is the most versatile and ro-
bust tool. To compute a band diagram, allowed modes have
to be found for a particular k vector in reciprocal space. In
this technique, Maxwell’s equations are discretized both in
space and time using central derivative approximations.
Electric and magnetic fields are shifted following Yee’s work
to implicitly satisfy Gauss and Ampere’s equations.41 The
first irreducible Brillouin zone edges of the fcc crystal shown
in the bottom inset in Fig. 2 are also discretized into evenly
spaced k vectors. For each k vector, fields which follow
Bloch’s theorem are initiated at time t=0 within the compu-
tational cell42 for an inverse opal and sequentially interact
with the complex dielectric nature of the PC. The top-left
inset in Fig. 2 presents how an inverse opal is parameterized
to compute a normalized dielectric function. A fine mesh of
50�50�50 points per unit cell has been consistently used

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Unit cell of a fully 3D infiltrated opal.
�b� Unit cell of a homogeneously filled inverse opal where the
spheres have been chemically etched away leaving a dielectric
backbone in air. �c� 3D unit cell of an inverse shell opal obtained
using a conformal infiltration technique and where the dielectric
total volume fraction achieved is 22.4%. �d� 3D view of the air
network formed in an inverse opal in which the dielectric total
volume fraction is lower than 22.4%. �Dielectric backbone has been
graphically removed for clarity; tetrahedral and octahedral air sites
connected by thin air channels are, respectively, presented in black
and white.�
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in this work, as shown in the top-right inset in Fig. 2. The
complex dielectric function of inverse opals is modeled with
good accuracy while preserving computing time. Further-
more, an infinite crystal can be simulated by applying Bloch
conditions at the edges of the unit cell. The electromagnetic
fields at time t+�t are then updated from the previous fields
at time t. After sufficient time steps, the system eventually
converges to a solution where only allowed modes exist in-
side of the PC. Typically, a stable solution has been observed
for a number of steps greater than 30 000 which also yields a
sufficient spectral resolution. At each time step, the fields are
recorded at random points in space. Finally, the code per-
forms a fast Fourier transform �FFT� on these points to cal-
culate the power spectrum. Allowed frequencies are ex-
tracted from this spectrum, normalized with respect to the
PC geometry ��n=a /�, where a is the fcc lattice constant�
and finally saved. Then, the code moves on to the next k
vector where the same protocol is repeated. The whole simu-
lation stops when all k points are evaluated. The allowed
frequencies versus k-vectors are then plotted to form the pho-
tonic band diagram.

Electric-field power maps were simulated using a modi-
fied version of the 3D-FDTD code designed for band dia-
grams. A normalized frequency and k vector of interest were
chosen from the previously calculated band diagram and are
used as input parameters. In this case, modulated Gaussian
pulses vibrating at the desired frequency are activated within
the computational cell and interact with the PC. Sufficient
time is allowed so that the parasite modes are totally dissi-
pated, then the excited electric fields are recorded in the en-

tire computational cell at each time step. A discrete Fourier
transform �DFT� is performed as long as the simulation runs
and the terms at the final time step correspond to the electric
power field profiles. This approach has proven to be very
successful and fast to investigate field distributions within
3D PCs.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photonic band diagrams of partially filled inverse
opals with infiltrations ranging from 0% to 100% of the air
void volume were calculated for silicon �n=3.45�. Figure 2
presents the evolution of the PBG as a function of infiltration
percentage of the air interstitials from 82% to 100%. The
infiltration percentage is related to the backbone thickness
which is expressed as the ratio of the radius of the coating
sphere R to the cubic lattice constant a, from R /a=0.4026 to
R /a=0.5. Four particular cases can be pointed out from Fig.
2. First, a FPBG is only obtained when the percentage of
silicon infiltration reaches 82.37% of the air void volume as
shown in Fig. 3�a�. In this configuration a strong pseudo
PBG is already sustained over the X-�-L-U-X space between
the eighth and ninth bands, and it is the W point that is
responsible for the complete gap that opens between the
eighth and ninth bands. Figure 3�b� presents the shell band
diagram at the practical conformal fabrication limit for an
86% silicon inverse shell opal in which the eighth and ninth
bands at the W point have split, hence, exhibiting a complete
gap. Further dielectric infiltration of the air voids volume
cannot be achieved since the connected channels become
completely filled. At this point the thin air channels have
vanished leaving octahedral air pockets within the dielectric
backbone. Nevertheless, assuming that is possible to increase
the conformal infiltration then a maximum gap is observed at
R /a=0.442 when the tetrahedral sites are almost fully infil-
trated at 97.2% of void volume, corresponding to 25.3% of
total volume. Figure 3�c� presents the band diagram of the
optimized structure with a 10.34% gap ��� /�0�, in good
agreement with Busch and John’s calculations.20,21 The
dashed region represents the FPBG where the lower bound-
ary is defined by the eighth band at the W point, and the
upper boundary is defined by the ninth band at the W and X
points. At 100% of conformal infiltration, the octahedral air
sites are totally filled to form a full inverted opal in which a
FPBG of 4.34% is calculated as shown in Fig. 3�d�. These
photonic band diagrams clearly indicate that the PBG prop-
erties are intimately linked to the activity of the W and X
points at the eighth and ninth bands. Figure 4 shows the
frequency dependence of the eighth band which occurs at the
W point and the bottom of the ninth band which occurs at the
W and X points plotted as a function of the normalized radius
of the silicon coating sphere R /a from value of 0.4030 to
0.5. Band diagrams indicate that below R /a=0.442, the W-W
gap between the eighth and ninth bands directly defines the
photonic band gap. It is observed that, as the percentage of
dielectric material increases, the eighth band at the W point
decreases at a faster rate than the ninth band at the same
point, such that the band gap naturally increases. With in-
creasing infiltration, the average refractive index increases

FIG. 2. �Color online� Dependence of the FPBG of inverse opals
as a function of the infiltrated percentage of the air voids for a
conformally infiltrated silicon. The dashed area indicates the prac-
tical region in which these structures can be made by ALD or CVD
techniques. Top left inset shows top view parametrization of an
inverse shell opal while the right inset shows the computational cell
used to calculate the corresponding photonic band diagram. The
first Brillouin zone of a fcc crystal is presented in the bottom right
inset.
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and the eighth band at the W point shifts down accordingly.
Moreover, the X point of an upper band �we reference to an
“upper” band whenever this band lies above the ninth band�
is initially at a much higher frequency, but decreases in fre-

quency at a higher rate while the ninth band at the W point is
less affected. The maximum photonic gap occurs when the X
and W point of the ninth band are at the same frequency. The
dotted vertical line in Fig. 4 shows the transition between the
direct W-W and the indirect W-X photonic band gap which
occurs when R /a=0.442. �Band crossing occurs for an exact
geometry where the X and W points of the ninth band lie at
the same frequency.� An additional increase in R, corre-
sponding to the addition of dielectric material induces these
two bands to cross. For higher values of R, the eighth band at
the W point and the ninth band at the X point define an
indirect photonic band gap.

As discussed previously, conformal techniques only allow
infiltration of dielectric material up to �86% of the intersti-
tial air void. However, 86% inverse shell opals structures
calculated as a function of refractive index show a PBG only
when n�2.8. Because few materials have n�2.8, silicon
�n=3.45� for example, this limits operation to the near-IR
range since silicon is opaque at higher frequencies. In order
to investigate the use of other high refractive index materials,
we have studied the behavior of full inverse and inverse shell
opals for refractive indices ranging from 2.8 to 4.0 using the
same procedure. These results demonstrate that a photonic
band gap is obtained for a minimum refractive index contrast
of �3.3 for an 86% inverse shell opal compared to �3.0 for
a full inverse opal and �2.85 for a 97.2% inverse shell opal
where the maximum gap is observed �R /a=0.442�, as shown
in Fig. 5. This result prevents the use of highly conformal
inverse opals in the visible range. Figure 5 also indicates that
indirect PBG inverse shell opals have a lower PBG refractive
index requirement than inverse shell opals in which a direct
gap is observed. Prior to obtaining a direct gap, the eighth

FIG. 3. �Color online� Band
diagrams of silicon inverse shell
opals as a percentage of air void
infiltration. �a� Infiltration of
82.37% �R /a=0.4030�. The con-
nection of the eighth and ninth
bands at the W point prevents the
formation of a complete photonic
band gap. �b� 86% inverse shell
opal �R /a=0.4083�. The arrow
shows the direct gap of 2.61% ob-
tained between the eighth and
ninth bands of the W point. �c�
97.2% inverse shell opal �R /a
=0.442�. The arrows show the op-
timized direct and indirect gaps
obtained between the eighth band
of the W point and the ninth band
of the X and W points. �d� 100%
inverse opal �R /a=0.5�. Indirect
gap is shown by the arrow be-
tween the eighth band of the W
point and the ninth band of the X
point. For each band diagram, the
corresponding unit cell is pre-
sented at the bottom right.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Evolution of the eighth band at the W
point and ninth band at the W and X points as a function of silicon
infiltration. The degree of infiltration is expressed in terms of the
radius of coating sphere R /a where the cubic lattice constant is a.
The bold vertical line corresponding to R /a=0.442 shows the tran-
sition between the W-W and the W-X gap domination. Band cross-
ing occurs at that exact geometry where the bottom of the X and W
bands lie at the same frequency.
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and ninth bands cross each other at the W point defining a
“negative” direct gap width. Although this does not present
any meaning, the slopes of the curves in the vicinity of the
gap formation give us additional band activity information.
The inverse shell opal that exhibits a direct/indirect gap pro-
vides the lowest PBG refractive index requirement for any

scenario. It has to be noticed as well that in the low refractive
index region, the slopes of the direct PBG structures �from
86% to 97.2% of conformal infiltration in the interstitials air
sites� are similar and that the slope for indirect PBG struc-
tures �from 97.2% to 100% of conformal infiltration in the
interstitials air sites� is lower. On the other hand, for refrac-
tive indices greater than �3.4, the slopes of indirect PBG
structures are similar and the slope of the direct PBG struc-
ture is higher. From Fig. 5, we can conclude that direct gap
structures are much more dependent on the refractive index
contrast than are indirect gap structures. Thus, a structure
that would exhibit a wide indirect gap is more likely to have
a lower refractive index requirement contrast than structures
in which a direct gap at the same width is observed.

It follows from this discussion that the topology of the
dielectric/air network in shell opals plays a key-role by en-
hancing the band gap as reported previously,20,21 but its dras-
tic effect on the FPBG opening condition in an inverse shell
opal has not been studied to date. Thus, to more precisely
study the effect of the air network on the FPBG, 3D-FDTD
electric-field power profiles of the gap boundaries at the W
and X point were investigated as a function of infiltration for
refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The electric field
power distribution was computed in the 3D unit cell for a

FIG. 5. �Color online� Evolution of the gap/midgap ��� /�0 in
%� as a function of refractive index for an 86%, an optimized
97.2%, and a full infiltrated silicon inverse shell opal.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the eighth band at the W point for inverse structures at the
infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and a re-
fractive index value of 3.0. The first and third columns respectively
depict the physical dielectric structure in �100� and �110� planes of
the unit cell while the second, and fourth columns show the corre-
sponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom
row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which
82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has
been infiltrated with dielectric material.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the eighth band at the W point for inverse structures at the
infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and refrac-
tive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two columns, respec-
tively, depict the physical dielectric structure at offset �111� planes
of the unit cell highlighting the tetrahedral and octahedral sites,
while the second, and fourth pair of columns show the correspond-
ing field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row,
respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%,
86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infil-
trated with dielectric material.
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sphere coating thickness ranging from R /a=0.4030 to R /a
=0.5. Additionally, �100�, �110�, and �111� planes of interest
have been investigated to simplify the analysis and present
the electric power distribution within the tetrahedral and oc-
tahedral sites of an inverse shell opal. It has to be noticed
that for the case in which a FPBG is not formed �R /a
�0.4030 for silicon, Fig. 4� the eighth and ninth bands at the
W point cross and their respective field profiles are switched.
In order to be consistent with our analysis, we have assigned
the dielectric band to the eighth band and the air band to the
ninth band. Due to the numerous results and for clarity, only
relevant field profiles are presented.

For the eighth band at the W point �bottom of the PBG�,
Figs. 6 and 7 indicate that the electric-field power increases
in the dielectric backbone as the amount of infiltrated mate-
rial increases from 82.37% to 86%, to 97.2%, and finally
100%. A gradual increase of electric-field power density is
expected over this range which explains the discontinuity of
the electric-field power density within the backbone between
the 86% and 97.2% field profiles due to the large difference
of infiltrated material. However, only a refractive index value
of 3.0 is presented in Figs. 6 and 7 because an increase of
refractive index from 2.8 to 3.45 does not modify the
electric-field power density distributions within the back-
bone, but to a slight degree the power is more concentrated
around the dielectric backbone. Thus, as shown previously in
Fig. 4, with increasing infiltration the average refractive in-
dex increases and the eighth band at the W point shifts down
accordingly. However, the �111� field profiles from Fig. 7

demonstrate that the presence of octahedral and tetrahedral
air sites prevents the electric field from being highly concen-
trated within these regions of the dielectric backbone. The
electric-field power only increases within the dielectric back-
bone once the volume of air within the tetrahedral sites tends
to zero. By the same argument the electric-field power den-
sity reaches a maximum value within the backbone as soon
as the octahedral air sites totally vanish.

Figures 8–10 show that for the ninth band at the W point
the field patterns do not change much with increasing thick-
ness of the infiltrated dielectric material although the
electric-field power density slightly decreases within the
backbone. For all cases, the electric-field power stays in the
spherical air domains, and does not concentrate within the
remaining tetrahedral and octahedral air sites. These results
are very consistent with Fig. 4, which indicates that the fre-
quency activity of the ninth band at the W point is not very
dependent on increasing infiltration and therefore the intro-
duction of SC and fcc air lattices. However, the �100� and
�111� set of field profiles from Figs. 8 and 10, respectively,
highlighting the octahedral sites fcc air lattice, also indicate
that the electric-field power density located at the sphere
overlapping regions increases as the refractive index in-
creases favoring the ninth band at the W point to stay at a
high frequency as infiltration increases. It follows as well
that by increasing the sphere overlapping regions, a higher
electric-field power density could be sustained.

The �100�, �110�, and �111� set of field profiles shown in
Figs. 11–13 indicate for the ninth band at the X point that the
electric-field power is concentrated principally in the spheri-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the upper and ninth band at the W point for inverse structures at
the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and
refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, re-
spectively, depict the physical dielectric structure in �100� planes of
the unit cell while the second, third, and fourth columns show the
corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the
bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in
which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume
has been infiltrated with dielectric material.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the upper and ninth band at the W point for inverse structures at
the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and
refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, re-
spectively, depicts the physical dielectric structure in �110� planes
of the unit cell while the second, third, and fourth columns show the
corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the
bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in
which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume
has been infiltrated with dielectric material.
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cal air domains, octahedral and tetrahedral air sites, but that
its density quickly diminishes as the infiltration increases. A
detailed look at the evolution of the ninth band at the X point
in the photonic band diagrams reveals that, as this band shifts
down in frequency it eventually crosses other stable bands
and it is more likely that the 3D-FDTD simulation picks up a
close neighbor air mode increasing the electric-field power
density within the spherical air domains of the ninth band
mode. These degenerate modes are seen for the 82.37% in-
filtrated structure at all refractive indices, the 86% case at
n=2.8 and the 97.2% case at n=2.8 and n=3.0. As shown
previously for the eighth band at the W point, the tetrahedral
air sites eventually vanish, destroying the connectivity be-
tween the octahedral and tetrahedral sites and it is observed
that only then is power transferred from the spherical air
domains towards the backbone tetrahedral sites. The same
phenomenon occurs for the octahedral sites, which disappear
at full infiltration thus reinforcing the electric-field power
that can be sustained within the octahedral sites of the back-
bone. As previously observed in Fig. 4, electric-field distri-
butions for the ninth band at the X point demonstrate that this
band gradually turns from an air band into a dielectric band
as infiltration increases. Indeed, as the backbone thickness
grows, the dielectric/air periodicity of the structure with re-
spect to the X direction is affected considerably by the van-
ishing of the tetrahedral and octahedral air sites �SC and fcc

air lattices� within the backbone. Figure 4 also indicates that
the slopes for the X point at the upper band and the W point
at the eighth band are very similar as infiltration increases,
but as that structure approaches the optimized geometry
�97.2% infiltration�, the frequency of the upper band at the X
point is suddenly pulled down as it crosses the ninth band at
the W point. This is because the octahedral air sites can no
longer sustain a high electric-field power density and any
slight increase of infiltrated material promotes a large in-
crease in the electric-field power density within the back-
bone, which pushes the X point frequency down at a higher
rate; therefore reducing the indirect gap. As shown previ-
ously for the ninth band at the W point, these field profiles
indicate that electric-field power remains strongly concen-
trated between neighboring air spheres.

In silicon inverse shell opals, the band gap is formed
whenever a certain quantity of dielectric material �dielectric
total volume fraction of �21.4%� is present within the unit
cell. The average dielectric constant increases monotonically
so one would expect that the direct gap would likewise in-
crease. Electric-field profiles indicate that the W point of the
eighth band is directly dependent on increasing shell thick-
ness upon infiltration while the W point at the ninth band is
more dependent on increasing the refractive index. Conse-
quently, the direct gap widens as the average refractive index
increases with infiltration, or if the infiltrated material has a

FIG. 10. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps for the ninth band at the W point for inverse structures at the infiltration
percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two columns, respectively, depict the
physical dielectric structure at offset �111� planes of the unit cell highlighting the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, while the second, and
fourth pair of columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row, respectively, correspond to
an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with dielectric material.
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higher refractive index. Additionally, it follows that a wider
direct gap would be achieved by thickening the dielectric
backbone from its inner side. Electric-field profiles for the X
point at the ninth band quickly evolve upon infiltration,
which modifies the power density within the tetrahedral and
octahedral air sites. These trapped air pockets are shown to
prevent the electric-field power from being concentrated
within the dielectric backbone. Furthermore, the air sphere
overlapping regions are the preferred locations to sustain
high electric-field power whenever the refractive index or the
infiltration percentage is low. This behavior relates well to
Busch and John’s results who reported that the gap width
would be enhanced by widening the connection tube
diameter.20,21 The cylinderlike overlapping regions favor the
connectivity between the spherical air domains, hence, dis-
tributing more efficiently the electric-field power within in
the case of an air band. By designing a structure where the
electric power is efficiently contained within all the dis-
cussed air domains, one could restrict the diffusion of the
electric power into the backbone. The X band would then be
pushed up which would enhance the direct/indirect gap
width.

It follows that the direct gap region is dominated by the
change in the filling fraction, which pushes the W point of
the eighth bands down, and the refractive index, which con-
tains the W point of the ninth band, from shifting down at the
same rate, while the indirect gap region is dominated by the
change in the air network topology. There is a competition
between these two mechanisms for increasing the direct gap
and reducing the indirect gap, despite the fact that they are

both closely related to the dielectric/air network topology.
Indeed, a maximum gap is observed whenever these two
mechanisms balance each other. For a high refractive index,
the filling fraction and the shell symmetry are responsible for
the direct gap increasing by affecting the activity of the
eighth band at the W point; nevertheless, the geometry of the
octahedral and tetrahedral air network is responsible for re-
ducing the indirect gap by rapidly transforming the ninth
band at the X point from an air band into a dielectric band.
The octahedral and tetrahedral dielectric sites introduced in
inverse shell opals are shown to efficiently hold electric
power, which becomes important for low refractive index
materials where diffusion into the dielectric backbone oc-
curs. Therefore, the air topology affects both the indirect
band gap and electric-field power diffusion to the dielectric
backbone. It was also shown previously that the refractive
index contrast requirement is more likely to decrease signifi-
cantly if this gap is relatively wide with respect, for instance,
to a high refractive index material. On the other hand, direct
gap structures were shown to exhibit both a lower gap width
and refractive index requirement. It follows that the direct
gap can be theoretically optimized, by first designing indirect
gap structures presenting a high filling fraction dielectric
backbone with no air pockets and larger tubelike air connec-
tion between the spherical air domains. From inverse opals,
another way to increase the filling fraction is to conformally
coat the interior of the dielectric backbone with the same
material as demonstrated by Míguez et al.43 Doosje et al.
have very recently reported that similar fully infiltrated struc-
tures theoretically exhibit greater indirect PBG properties.44

FIG. 11. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the upper and ninth band at the X point for inverse structures at
the infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and
refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, re-
spectively, depicts the physical dielectric structure in �100� planes
of the unit cell while the second, third, and fourth columns show the
corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the
bottom row, respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in
which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume
has been infiltrated with dielectric material.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps
for the upper and ninth band at the X point for inverse structures at
infiltration indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and refractive indices
varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first column, respectively, depicts the
physical dielectric structure in �110� planes of the unit cell while the
second, third, and fourth columns show the corresponding field pro-
files. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row, respectively,
correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%,
and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated with
dielectric material.
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Then, geometrically controllable air pockets could be intro-
duced within the dielectric backbone such as in the inverse
shell opals to shift the gap from indirect to direct while en-
hancing the direct FPBG and reducing the refractive index
contrast requirement. Therefore, modifications of the current
infiltration process using CVD/ALD techniques would po-
tentially yield enhanced direct PBG properties.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we report that an 86% inverse shell opal is
predicted to have a minimum refractive index contrast re-
quired to opening a FPBG of 3.3 compared to 3.0 for a full
inverse opal or even 2.0 in the diamond lattice.12 Highly
conformal inverse opals are intrinsically limited by their ge-
ometry and cannot lead to the fabrication of a FPBG material
without high refractive index contrast, which restricts their
use in the visible because high refractive index materials
�with n�3.3� transparent in the visible range are not avail-
able. Although not experimentally practical, the FPBG width
is enhanced in the optimized inverse shell opal, and the re-
fractive index contrast requirement is actually decreased

from 3.0 to 2.85. A 10.34% gap has been demonstrated in an
optimized silicon inverse shell opal where the air void is
97.2% filled with dielectric material �R /a=0.442�. Electric-
field power profile maps of 3D inverse shell opals are pre-
sented and clearly demonstrate the importance of the octahe-
dral and tetrahedral air sites within the backbone and the
physics on how they affect the ninth photonic band gap at the
X point and the refractive index contrast requirement. The
dielectric/air network topology, which is related to the filling
fraction, is therefore the cornerstone in controlling both
mechanisms: direct/indirect gap size and minimum refractive
index contrast. Although the results discussed in this work
shows the experimental difficulty of obtaining inverse shell
opals with a FPBG in the visible, we discuss how analysis of
the electric-field power profiles can help to predict experi-
mentally achievable structures that have a FPBG and a re-
duced refractive index contrast requirement. Mechanisms
that relate the dielectric/air network to the bands behavior,
gap size, and FPBG refractive index contrast requirement
were then introduced. Finally from our findings, we are cur-
rently examining a practical route to enhance PBG properties
by investigating PC structures that can be designed using the
ALD technique, for example. Indeed, devices working in

FIG. 13. �Color online� Evolution of electric-field power maps for the upper and ninth band at the X point for inverse structures at the
infiltration percentage indicated by the circles in Fig. 4 and refractive indices varying from 2.8 to 3.45. The first two columns, respectively,
depict the physical dielectric structure at offset �111� planes of the unit cell highlighting the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, while the
second, third, and fourth pair of columns show the corresponding field profiles. Field profiles from the top row to the bottom row,
respectively, correspond to an inverse shell opal in which 82.37%, 86%, 97.2%, and 100% of the interstitial air volume has been infiltrated
with dielectric material.
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such a wide range would be feasible to engineer and manu-
facture by designing structures that possess these two main
characteristics: a high filling fraction to widen the W-W gap
and an air network optimized to prevent the ninth band at the
X point from limiting the direct gap at low infiltration per-
centages.
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